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Chloramphenicol Restores Sigma Factor Activity to Sporulating Bacillus ~ubtilis 
(transcription by phage <f,e/sigma subunit of RNA polymerase) 
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The Biological Laboratories, Harvard University, Cambridge, Massachusetts 02138 

Communicated by Jack L. Strominger, October 10, 1974 

ABSTRACT The u subunit of RNA polymerase from 
sporulating Bacillus subtilis is markedly inhibited in its 
ability to direct active transcription of phage <f,e DNA in 
vitro. Treatment of sporulating bacteria with chloram
phenicol rapidly restores u activity, suggesting that sporu
lating cells contain an inhibitor of u that is physiologically 
unstable or that becomes unstable after drug treatment. 
The hypothetical inhibitor is depleted exponentially with 
an apparent half-life ofll min at37°. 

The onset of sporulation by Bacillus subtilis is associated with 
a marked decrease in the ability of the u subunit of RNA 
polymerase to direct active transcription of phage cj,e DNA in 
vitro (1, 2). Although sporulating bacteria contain as much u 

polypeptide as vegetative bacteria, u from sporulating B. 
subtilis is functionally inhibited and only weakly associated 
with RNA polymerase (3). It was previously observed that B. 
subtilis phage cj,e is unable to grow in sporulating bacteria (4) 
and that the time course of decrease in phage burst size during 
the first hours of spore formation closely parallels the decrease 
in u activity, as indicated by the reduced ability of RNA poly
merase to transcribe cj,e DNA in vitro (5). In contrast, a 
sporulation-defective mutant of B. subtilis that partially re
tains u activity supports cj,e growth during late stationary 
phase (6). 

To test the idea that the failure of cj,e to grow in wild-type 
sporulating cells is related to the inhibition of u activity ( 5), 
we recently undertook an investigation of the relative rate of 
cj,e transcription after infection of vegetative and sporulating 
B. subtilis. In agreement with the idea that the inhibition of u 

prevents the growth of cj,e we found, as reported here, that 
cj,e DNA is transcribed only 9% as actively in vivo in early 

sporulating cells as in vegetative bacteria. During the course 
of this study it was unexpectedly discovered that sporulating 
bacteria briefly treated with chloramphenicol, a drug that 
blocks protein synthesis, actively support phage transcription. 
This novel response suggested that drug treatment had 
depleted sporulating bacteria of an unstable inhibitor of u 

activity. In support of this idea we report that chlorampheni
col treatment of sporulating cells rapidly restores u activity 
as measured in vitro. 

Rate of <f,e transcription 

To compare the rates of cj,e DNA transcription in vegetative 
and sporulating bacteria, we first compared the rates of total 
cellular RNA synthesis two minutes after phage infection. 
Sporulating cells were infected at 2 hr after the end of logarith
mic growth (T2 of sporulation), by which time infection by cj,e 
leads to a burst size reduced 10-fold in comparison with that 
from vegetative cells (4, 5). Calculating total RNA synthesis 
from the incorporation of [3H]uridine into RNA and the label
ing of the pool of nucJeoside triphosphates (Fig. 1), we found 
that the rates of total RNA synthesis after infection of vegeta
tive and sporulating bacteria were approximately 0.95 and 
0.17 nmol/min per 108 cells, respectively (Table 1). Next we 
determined the fraction of RNA labeled at 2-4 min after in
fection that hybridized to denatured cj,e DNA (Fig. 2A). About 
22% of the pulse-labeled RNA from infected vegetative cells 
and about 11 % of the radioactive RNA from infected sporu
lating bacteria annealed to cj,e DNA. From the rates of total 
RNA synthesis, and correcting for the efficiency of hybridiza
tion, we calculate that the rate of cj,e transcription in sporulat-

TABLE 1. Rates of cj,e transcription 

Rate of RNA synthesis 
% Input hybridized to (nmol of UMP/min per 108 cells) 

Relative rate of <f,e RNA synthesis, 
H strand DNA <f,eDNA Total RNA <t,eRNA T2/veg (%) 

Veg 39 22 0.95 0.312 9 
T2 ' 51 11 0.17 0.028 
Veg, CAM 66 9.7 1.15 0.166 40 
T2,CAM 32 28 0.16 0.067 

The RNA extracted from the infected and pulse-labeled cells of the experiments of Fig. 2A and B was hybridized to heavy (H) strand 
DNA of B. su,btilis and to denatured <f,e DNA (Fig. 2) and the% input hybridized at near saturating amounts of DNA was determined. 
The rates of total cellular RNA synthesis were estimated from the initial slopes of the curves of Fig. ID (the data are the average of two 
independent experiments). The rate of <f,e RNA synthesis is the product of the rate of total RNA synthesis and the·% input hybridized to 
<f,e DNA corrected for the efficiency of hybridization of <f,e RNA to denatured <f,e DNA (67%, unpublished results). For comparison the 
rates of total RNA synthesis in uninfected vegetative (veg) and sporulating (T2) cells were 1.29 and 0.2.5 nmol UMP/min per 108 

cells, respectively. 
CAM is chloramphenicol. 
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This overlapping strongly suggests that each pulse represents 
a separate event occurring in a different patch of the growth 
tip's membrane, since each pulse in an overlapping group still 
seems to have its own characteristic time course. This, in turn, 
argues strongly against membrane potential control since 
changes in membrane potential could only remain localized 
within one part of the growth region for less than a micro
second. We infer, rather, that their time course is controlled 
by some localizable change(s). These might include the 
changing concentration of some relatively immobile substance 
(calcium ion?), or the changing state (maturation?) of a patch 
of membrane derived from a recently inserted vesicle. We 
further infer that these local changes must involve the opening 
and closing of many ion channels or pumps in a membrane 
patch, since a single one could certainly not carry enough 
current. 

Since the current pulses through these eggs do not seem to 
have their time courses controlled by changes in membrane 
potential, they indicate phenomena essentially different from 
the action potentials well known in nerve, muscle, and giant 
algal cells. If an analogous nomenclature were desired, we 
would suggest simply calling them growth pulses. 

These growth pulses show striking similarities to ones 
recently observed along regenerating anucleate posterior stalk 
segments of Acetabularia (11). These segments are thread
shaped structures about 2-cm long by 0.03-cm wide. If kept in 
the dark for about a week they become depolarized, i.e., when 
they are then returned to the light they eventually resume 
growth and regenerate apical structures (but not a rhizoid) 
at the former apical end, the former rhizoid end, or occa
sionally at both ends. Such depolarized segments were placed 
in a chamber divided into 3 to 5 sea water compartments by 
well-greased partitions; illumination was begun, and the volt
age between the end compartments was monitored for 50 hr. 
Eight to 10 hr after illumination began (and 36 hr before 
growth resumed at one end), a 0.1-V high pulse appeared, then 
reappeared at intervals throughout the study. These signals 
always indicated current pulses that enter the segment in the 
region that includes its future (or present) growth end and in 
this sense are in the same direction as those through fucoid 
eggs. Moreover, they have a remarkably similar duration, 
shape, and frequency. However, they do differ in never over
lapping, in involving membrane potential shifts of >100 mV, 
and in having relatively constant amplitudes. These differ
ences certainly suggest that the pulses through regenerating 
Acetabularia segments, unlike those through fucoid eggs, are 
under the relatively unlocalized voltage control typical of 
action potentials. 

While the time course of a f~coid pulse seems to be under 
relatively localized control, its amplitude seems to be under 
some quite separate, more slowly changing, and less localized 
control. These inferences are suggested by several considera
tions. First, while the amplitudes of the current pulses vary 
over a 10-fold range-peak densities vary from 3 to 30 µA/ 
cm2-their time courses are independent of their amplitude. 
As we have commented above, it is as if amplitude were varied 
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by changing the scale of the ordinate or current density co
ordinate. This clearly suggests that changes in one factor 
control the time course of a pulse while the level(s) of some 
quite separate factor(s) determine(s) its amplitude. Second, 
successive pairs (or even triplets) of pulses separated by 5- to 
10- or even 30-min periods show a strong tendency to have 
nearly equal amplitudes. This would indicate that one sup
posed amplitude-setting factor(s) (chloride concentration?) 
may remain nearly constant over such periods. Third, when 
these twin (or triplet) pulses overlap, as they often do, this 
level-setting factor must have the same value over a region 
composed of at least two component regions with independent 
time course controls, and thus be relatively unlocalized. 

Finally, we should consider the function of these current 
fluctuations. Our working hypothesis remains that the trans
cellular current produces a cytoplasmic field large enough to 
pull some critical components (such as wall-precursor vesicles) 
towards the growing membrane, and perhaps repel them from 
other regions of the surface. We would like to point out that if 
these key components were tethered by some weak bonds, 
then a fluctuating current might transiently establish a field 
strong enough to snap those bonds and move these compo
nents, while a steady current of the same average density 
might never exceed the required threshold. 

This research was supported by the National Science Founda
tion. R. N. was supported by a U.S. Public Health Service pre
doctoral traineeship. 
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TABLE 1. Currents entering growing tip of Pelvetia eggs* 

Before growth t 
One-cell stage Two-cell stage 

Stage (Light) Light Dark Light Dark Dead t control 

Growth rate (µm/hr) 0 3.1 ± 0.3 2.2 ± 0.3 2.0 ± 0.3 1.7±0.6 0 
Pulses per hour 0 1.5 ± 1 0.8 ± 0.7 5±2 1.5 ± 1 0 
Average pulse height§ 0 4 ± 1 4 ± 1 7±2 6±3 0 
Maximum pulse height§ 0 12 12 27 10 0 
Average i in pulses§ 0 0.06 ± 0.03 0.06 ± 0.06 0.5 ± 0.2 0.3 ± 0.2 0 
Average steady i§ 0.9 ± 0.5 1.8 ± 0.4 0.8±0.1 1.5 ± 0.5 0.7 ± 0.4 0.1 ± 0.1 
Average total i§ 0.9 ± 0.5 1.9 ± 0.4 0.9 ± 0.2 2.0 ± 0.7 1.0 ± Q.6 0.1 ± 0.1 

* The indicated ranges are all standard deviations of the means of six experiments. 
t During an average period of 4 hr before germination. ' 
t Killed with 2% glutaraldehyde immediately after measurements on the live egg were ended. 
§ InµA/cm 2• 

fertilization because the eggs had not yet stuck tightly enough 
to the substratum. ~etween the first measurement and germi
nation-a period that averaged four hours in duration-we 
recorded no pulses but did measure a steady current which 
averaged 0.9 µA/cm 2 in the light. Under this same illumina
tion in the stage from germination to first division, the total 
average current density had risen to about 2 µA/cm 2• Pulses 
first appeared a few hours after germination and are thus 
included in this total, but they were initially so small and 
infrequent as to make up less than 5% of the total current in 
this one-cell stage. Under this same illumination in the two
cell stage, the total current still averaged 2 µA/cm2, but the 
pulses had increased in both frequency and size so as to ac
count for a fourth of it. In the dark the average steady current 
falls to half of the light value and is accompanied by a smaller 
fall in the growth rate. The pulse frequency also falls in half 
in the dark; however, the average size of the pulses appears to 
be independent of illumination. · · 

Altogether, the 395 spontaneous pulses recorded in Fig. 3 
varied continuously in peak height from a few giant pulses 
nearly 30 µA/cm 2 in amplitude down to ones just big enough 
to be clearly seen amidst the noise and less than 3 µA/qm 2 

high. When we consider the obscuring effects of noise, we dis
cern no significant dependence of total pulse duration, rise 
time, or fall time upon peak height over this 10-fold range. 
(It is as if amplitude were changed by just changing the 
ordinate's scale.) 
· Despite this large range, immediately success.ive pulses are 
often nearly equal ill height. Indeed, "twin" and even "trip
let" pulsest are a striking feature of the record, and a count 
shows that 37% of all the pulses were included in twins while 
10% were included in triplets. Beyond this short time order, 
one sees an obvious tendency in Fig. 5 for the pulses to appear 
in larger groups which occur at apparently erratic intervals 
within which the frequency as well as the amplitudes tend to 
rise. Table 2 shows the characteristics of four particularly 
prominent pulse groups, all of which occurred in the light and 
in the two-cell stage. The pulse frequency within them was 4 
t·o 6 times greater than the average frequency in the same light 
and stage. 

t Twins and triplets are defined as successive pairs or trios that 
occur within a 30-min period and whose heights differ by less 
than one peak-to-peak noise value (about 2 µA/cm 2). 

DISCUSSION 

These :5.rst single-cell current measurements confirm the con
clusion, drawn from population data (3, 5). that current 
enters the growth tip or prospective growth tip of the fucoid 
egg. They also confirm the rough proportionality between 
current density and elongation rate. Specifically, they show 
this reiationship between the steady component of the current 
and the growth rate. This correlation· supports our broad 
working hypothesis that local growth depends upon local 
current entry. The single cell measurements also confirm the 
(somewhat lucky!) estimate drawn from these data that the 
current density entering the growth tip is about 2 µA/cm 2 

( 4), and they also confirm the speculation suggested by the 
fluctuations in these data that "if measurements of single cell 
currents were possible, one should observe periods of little or 
no current flow alternating with ones of relatively large flow" 
and help confirm the associated speculation that "the mem
brane ... undergo(es) episodes of depolarization" (ref. 3, p. 
318), 

With extracellular recording near single Pelvetia eggs we 
now, in fact, observe characteristic 100-sec-long pulses of 
current. Moreover, fotracellular recordings in Fucus ;iggs show 
episodes of transient depolarization of 2-6 m V that have th~ 
same duration, shape, frequency, and twinning tendency as 
the externally recorded current pulses through Pelvetia eggs 
(10). So there is little doubt that they represent the same 
current flow. 

Some of the pulse characteristics reveal information 
conce~ning the factors determining their time course. The 
intracellular depolarizations observed in Fucus have peak 
amplitudes of only 2-6 mV, and this change in membrane 
potential seems too small to control the time course of each 
pulse. Another and more compelling argument against mem
brane potential control of their time course is the fact that 
the pulses may overlap to any degree approaching coincidence. 

TABLE 2. Prominent pulse groups 

No. of Pulses % of all 
Exp. Period (hr) pulses per hr pulses 

2 36.6-38.0 33 24 50 
3 30.9-32.6 30 18 43 
4 24.8-25,1 19 32 19 
6 30. 7-31.. 4 14 20 18 
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HOUR·s AFTER FERTILIZATION 

Frn. 5. Complete records of current traversing the growing tips of six separate Pelvetia embryos cultµred under a 12-hr light-dark 
cycle. Ordinates: Current densities entering the growth tips in µA;cm 2• Abscissa: !fours after fertilization. The black bars indicate the 
dark periods, and the drawiµgs show the embryos at the times of germination, first cell division, and seco~d cell divisiqn. 

In principle, the size aµd pattern of 13,ny transcellular cur
rents can be obtained by extrapolating a group of extracellular 
current measurements to the cell's surface. In practice, the 
spontaneous current pulses reported here are too erratic for 
us to determine the variation of i with position during such 
pulses. However, very similar pulses can be stimulated by 
slight acidification of the medium, and a study of these stimu
lated pulses'shows that the densest eJ-rtracellular current is in 
front of the growing tip. Moreover, it shows that the axial 
current density falls off with the inverse cube of the distan.ce 
from a,n apparent dipole center about 50 µm behind the grow
ing point*. Accordingly, the present measurements of 
spontaneous current pulses (as well as those of relatively 
steady endogenous currents) were all made as in Fig. 1, i.e., 
with the prqbe's tip vibrating along the egg's axis and as 
close to the cell surface as was safet. This put the center of 
vibration about 50 µm from the egg's plasma membrane and 
about 100 µm from its apparent dipole center. So the signifi
cant current densities, which are those at the plasma mem
brane, were inferred to be (100 µm/ 50 µm) 3 times the mea,
sured values; i.e., eight times greater. All of the current density 
val~es given in this paper are thus eight times the measured 
ones. 

The rapid changes in current clensity found in a pulse could 
thus be meas1.1red with the probe in a single position, but 
steady current measurements require comparisons with a 
current-free reference position. So the probe was shifted to a 
point a few hundred µm put from its test position for a few 

* Using this inverse cube relation, we corrected for the small 
(~ 5%) errors introduced by assuming a constant field in the 
range of probe vibration. · 
t The smallest safe gap between the vibrating probe and the 
plasma membrane is about 20 µm. if the probe gets much closer, 
it may hit the intervening cell wall and yield artifactual sig
nals. 

mim1tes every 1-2 hr. For a control, we killed the egg in 2% 
glutaraldehyde after each experiment and again compared the 
potential at the test and reference positions .. 

RESULTS AND ANALYSIS 

We have measured the current trav~rsing the growth tips 
(or future growth tips) of six separate Pelvetia eggs in the 
period between 5 and 40 hr after fertilizati~n. During this 
time the egg polarizes irreversibly, germinates or starts to 
grow, and divides at least qnce, forming a cross-wall between 
the rhizoid ·and the thallus cell. Throughout this period, a 
positive current was found to enter the growing tip (or 
prospective growth tip) and never to change direction. 

. As Fig. 2 illustrates, this growth current has both a pulse 
component and a relatively steady one. The pulses (showq. on 
an expanded time scale in Fig. 3) rise to their peak current 
density of up to 10 or even 30 µA/cm 2 in 15-30 sec, then· fall 
back to the starting level in another 60--90 sec. The pulses 
may be isolated (Fig. 2B) or may overlap to any degree up to 
near coincidence, or may even merge into a relatively steady 
current (Fig. 2C, D), though such ambiguous periods are only 
a minute fraction of the total. · 

The "steady" component also varies, going from 3-6 
µA/~m 2 down to values of <0.5 µA/cm 2 (although it varies 
100 to 1000 times more slowly than the pulse component). 
As Fig. 4 shows, the embryo's growth rate consistently tends 
to increase with increases in the steady current density. It 
14ay also be noted that in four of the five plots, an extrapola
tion to zero growth yields a zero growth current value of about 
0.5 µA/cm 2. There is some independent reason to suspect that 
the fifth plot was shifted by a so~called barrier artifact (8), 

Fig, 5 illustrates hoth the pulse and the steady components 
of our total 205-hr record of spontaneous tip c:urrent, and 
Table 1 shows some summary values obtained from this rec~ 
ord. We could not make measurements until five hours after 
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Fm. 2. Representative measurements of current traversing 
the growing tips of two-cell Pelvetia embryos. Probe position is 
as in Fig. 1 except for Ref. (reference) periods 250 µm away from 
the surface. Ordinates: Current densities entering the growth tip 
(1 µA/cm 2 is inferred from an actual measurement of 10 n V). 
Abscissas: Time (scale shown in figure). A. Steady component 
present alone (from exp. 2 at 11 hr). Note 30-mi~ break in record. 
B. Relatively isolated pulses (from exp. 4 at 26 hr). C and D. 
Overlapping and merging pulse groups (from exps. 3 and 2 at 
31.5 and 37 hr, respecti~ely). Complete records are shown in 
Fig. 5. 

100 times more sensitive than conventional means of measur
ing slowly changing extracellular fields (8). Using this sys
tem we find it possible to measure and study the current-

20 
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Fm. 3. Representative current pulses shown on expanded 
time axes. Same as Fig. 2 except for time scale. Top:'an isolated 
pulse and two overlapping pulses. Bottom: twin pulses. 
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Fm. 4. Current density versus elongation rate for five sep
arate eggs throughout the periods of illumination shown in Fig. 5. 
Each point represents the average value over a 2-hr interval for 
both c4rrent density and elongation rate. Bars indicate empirical 
standard errors. Solid lines are least squares fits. Experiment 
number 3 is not included due to unreliable growth measu·rements. 

generated fields around single developing fucoid eggs. This 
paper reports our first findings obtained in this way. 

PROCEDURES 

Zygotes of the common West Coast seaweed, Pelvetia fast?°gi
ata, were obtained as described (9), and cultured at 15°C in 
natural sea water under a 12-hr day begilll1ing at the time of 
fertilization. In two experiments the sea water's pH was 
lowered from the natural value of about 8.0 to 6.2 with the aid 
of a 4 mM phosphate buffer. "Day light" was a horizontal 
oeam of white, infrared-free light with an intensity of 250 
footcandles (2700 lux). This illumination served to orient 
growth in the horizontal plane needed for both current and 
growth measurements. Observations during the dark periods 
were done wtth dim green, vertically directed light passed by a 
546-nm interference filter. Growth was monitored by .measur
ing the embryo's length every 1-2 hr with a Vickers image
splitting eyepiece, giving values reproducible to within ±0.1 
µm. 

The sensor of our current-measuring system is a vibrating 
probe with a spherical, 30-µm platinum-black-coated test 
electrode at its tip and a large reference electrode several 
millimeters behind this point. (The reference electrode is thus 
weli out of the fields being studied.) The probe is vibrated 
at about 200 Hz in a horizontal plane between two extra
cellular points 30 µm apart. Fig. 1 shows a probe's tip vibrat~ 
ing in front of a growing two-cell embryo. Vibration between 
these points converts any steady voltage difference between 
them into a sinusoidal output with a peak-to-peak amplitude 
equal to that difference and measurable with the aid of a 
lock~in amplifier. Since the electric field will be nea~ly constant 
over this small distance, it is approximately equal to the 
voltage difference divided by this distance. The current den
sity, i, in the direction of vibration and at the center of vibra
tion,.is then given by this field multipJied by the medium's 
conductivity. One main advantage of this system is provided 
by the low impedance and hence low noise of a platinum black 
eiectrode at 200 Hz; the other, by its self-stirring action, which 
practically eliminates any possible polyelectrolyte gradient 
and thus the diffusion potential that would be produced by 
such a gradient (8). · · 
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Spontaneous Current Pulses Through Developing Fucoid Eggs 
(membrane/localization/polarity/self-electrophoresis/Pelvetia) 

RICHARD NUCCITELLI AND LIONEL F. JAFFE 

Department of Biological Sciences, Purdue University, West Lafayette, Indiana 47907 

Communicated by Anton Lang, September 20, 1974 

ABSTRACT Using a newly developed, extracellular 
vibrating electrode, we can now measure the electrical 
currents that traverse a single developing cell. We have 
studied the eggs of the common seaweed, Pelvetia, during 
their first 2 days of development and find that the endog
enous electrical current through them includes a pulse 
component as well as a relatively steady component. Both 
of theo;e enter the egg's growing tip and leave the rest of 
the embryo. The current pulses first appear a few hours 
after growth begins and have a characteristic shape that 
is independent of amplitude. They have a duration of 
about 100 sec, an average frequency of 1-5 per hr, and enter 
with peak surface intensities of 3-10 (and rarely up to 30) 
µA/cm 2• By the two-cell stage they account for about a 
fourth of the total transembryonic cur~ent. Since they 
may overlap to any degree aµd (as is documented else
where) are generally accompanied by peak membrane de
polarizations of only 2..:6 mV, their course does not seem 
to he voltage-controlled. Thu·s, they seem essentially 
different from action potentials. We also find that the 
rate at which the egg grows in length is roughly propor
tional to the size of the steady current traversing it. 

The developing fucoid egg has long been considered to be a 
prototype of the central developmental phenomenon of local
ization (1-3). In the course of a day the essentially apolar 
zygote becomes differentiated int0 two grossly different re
gions and then cells: the tip-growing rhizoid cell and the ini
tially quiescent thallus cell (Fig. 1). It has been argued that 
this process starts with a localized membrane change which 

50µ.m 

• 

then acts to localize internal components ( 4). In the pursuit 
of this concept, one of us found these eggs to drive a substan
tial (and no doubt membrane-driven) electrical current 
through themselves (3, 5). This current was found to enter the 
growing tip (or prospective growing tip) and to leave at the 
opposite end of the cell. It first became measurable at about 
the time of irreversible determination of this growth point. 
This current is of particular theoretical interest since it may 
feed back to further polarize and differentiate the embryo via 
self-electrophoresis; that is, it may generate a sufficient 
intracellular field to pull key components towards the growing 
region of the membrane and perhaps even repel them from the 
membrane in the nongrowing regions (6, 7). 

These currents were first measured by a multicellular 
method. About 200 developing eirgs were lined up in series 
within a long, loose-fitting, sea water-filled capillary. In this 
way the voltage drop along the tube was made 200 times larger 
than that generated by the current moving past a single egg, 
and was thus large enough to be measured by conventional 
means (5). While this multicellular method is simple and 
reliable, it obviously has minimal spatial resolution. More
over, it has very low temporal resolution since the develop
ment of an egg population is poorly synchronized. To improve 
both spatial and temporal resolution, we have developed a 
new ultrasensitive vibrating electrode system that is at least 

·<> 

Fm. 1. Vibrating probe in front of a growing Pelvetia embryo. 
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